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- Maria Matlack, Humane Society marketing and public 

relations manager 

Humane Society of Tampa Bay 
Opens Doors to New Facilty

Photo by Demi Manglona/The Minaret
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After 100 years of service, the Humane Society of Tampa 
Bay, located on N Armenia Ave. has recently upgraded to 
a larger facility where they will be able to better attend to 
animals and families looking to adopt.

“It almost feels unreal, honestly,” said Maria Matlack, 
marketing and public relations manager with the Humane 
Society of Tampa Bay. “I still can’t believe that we’re in such 
an amazing building. Personally, I really value the work we 
do here. It’s just heartwarming everyday to see a lot of these 
animals come in not the best shape and then we receive 
pictures and updates of how they are living their best lives 
now and they’re super spoiled.”

The decision to build a new shelter came after problems 
arose within the old facility. Matlack stated that they were 
hurting for space and the Humane Society could only do 
so many renovations to the shelter before needing a new 
building. 

“The facility was a bit crowded, but the animals had 
enough space to do what they needed to, but it definitely 
needed to be updated,” said Luisa Fernanda, a shelter 
volunteer. “I’m very glad they did.”

By way of donations and individual fundraising, 
the Humane Society of Tampa Bay was able to raise 
$17,182,000 to put toward the construction and 
development of the new shelter.

“It took us a little over five years to plan everything, 
fundraise, and get everything built,” said Matlack. “The 
building portion itself took about two years to complete.”

The new facility provides the Humane Society of Tampa 
Bay with various features that the old building did not 
contain. Some of the new features include an isolation area 
for sick animals, puppy and kitten nurseries, indoor and 
outdoor spaces for cats, and large dog play yards.

“The old building didn’t have climate control,” said 
Matlack. “We had animals outside, our air condition would 

break all the time, and it would flood. It was just a hot 
mess.”

According to Matlack, the pandemic and the grand 
opening of the new shelter have caused the Humane 
Society of Tampa Bay to see an increase in the number of 
adoptions they receive per week and positive feedback on 
the updated building.

“Before COVID-19, we had a little over 200 adoptions 
per week,” said Matlack. “We are now seeing around 300 
adoptions each week, and the new facility has provided us 
the space to process more adoptions.”

Rihannon Jones, sophomore undeclared major at The 
University of Tampa adopted a mixed breed from the 
shelter on Saturday, Oct. 3.

“The adoption process was very easy and the staff was 
very welcoming,” said Jones. “From what I saw, the facility 
was very neat and tidy. They also had a huge play area for 
the dogs and lots of toys and enrichments for dogs to play.”

In addition to being able to take care of more animals. 
Matlack hopes that the new building will allow for the 
Humane Society of Tampa Bay to expand their humane 
education programs which are available for children. 

“Not only are we trying to make a difference in the 
community with helping these animals, but we’re also 
trying to educate our future generations on how to treat 
animals,” said Matlack. “If they are interested in animal 
welfare spaces, or they are interested in becoming a vet, 
we want to help them follow their passion and get more 
involved with animals. 

The Humane Society currently offers a variety of 
summer camps, programs for girl scouts, and programs for 
kids who have days off from school. For more information 
about these programs and the adoption process visit the 
Humane Society of Tampa Bay online. 
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Students at The University of Tampa are required to submit several immunization records 
to verify their health and wellness before they can live on campus. Two MMR vaccines 
(measles, mumps, and rubella), as well as one Meningitis shot after the age of 16 (if living on 
campus), and lastly three Hepatitis B vaccines. 

For some, providing this information is an "invasion of privacy" but for most students, 
it is a way to protect themselves from an outbreak of disease. But, will UT require a 
COVID-19 vaccination, when approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and 
readily available, in order to be accepted and attend classes on campus? And furthermore, 
will students and staff want to get the vaccination so soon after it comes out without being 
able to see the long-term effects it has?

Public universities in Massachusetts, Syracuse University, Indiana University, Cornell, 
Purdue and Johns Hopkins all have required their students and community to get a flu shot 
prior to using campus facilities. 

After all, UT does require the mentioned vaccines to protect our students and 
administrators from an outbreak, so wouldn't it make sense to require a vaccine to protect 
us from a COVID-19 outbreak on campus? So far, there are several COVID-19 vaccines 
going through clinical trials, but none of them have been approved by the FDA for public 
use or even emergency use yet. There are, however, 43 vaccines being tested on humans in a 
clinical trial. 

As of now, there is no exact date that a vaccine will be made available to the public. 
President Trump has stated multiple times that there will be one by the end of the 2020 year. 
However, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) director, Robert Redfield 
has mentioned that it's likely one won’t be accessible until mid 2021 and that supplies would 
be very limited in the first few weeks the vaccine is approved. Meaning not everyone can get 
one immediately. 

After speaking with Eric Cardenas, director of Public Information and Publications at 
UT, regarding this topic he said, “It is too early at this time to determine how a COVID-19 
vaccine would be administered and in what ways it would affect the classroom experience 
at UT. I am sure we will follow all CDC and American College Health Association (ACHA) 
guidelines regarding a vaccine once it is available.”  

 Kimberly Reid, UT freshman said she would not get the vaccine right away because 
she is scared of the side effects. When asking about what she would do if UT required it to 
attend campus, she simply “doesn’t know.” Some students tend to feel the same way. Another 

student, Krissy Roberts, said that she also would not get the vaccine right away, but she 
would get it if UT required it. Krissy explained that she does think UT should require the 
vaccine “if it would help things get back to normal quicker.” 

 Although no other University has made any statement about whether the COVID-19 
vaccination will be mandatory, there is proof of previous states requiring young adults and 
employees to be immunized for certain diseases. Several states mandate that employees that 
work in certain facilities be vaccinated for other diseases as a “condition of employment.”

 “I am not in an immunocompromised group, so I would be willing to get the vaccine. 
Again, as long as it has been fully tested (independent of politics) and shown to be both 
effective and without long term problems,” said Heather Masonjones, professor of biology. 
As she is not an advocate for vaccines being developed without the proper testing, she does 
think that a COVID-19 vaccine would help to slow down the spread and bring us back to 
normal. 

“I know myself and my colleagues would all prefer to be in-person with all of you – I 
miss my boisterous classes where we have frequent discussions of the material and get to 
talk about ideas – so anything that can help get us back together would be welcome,” said 
Masonjones.

As for some students and faculty/staff at the University, they would prefer to be back on 
campus and interact with each other via face-to-face rather than through a computer screen. 

 Paul Greenwood, professor of biology and dean of the College of Natural and Health 
Science, also believes that a vaccine should be required for on-campus learning, with 
exceptions for certain people that cannot take it due to health reasons. Greenwood believes 
it would be a good way to stop the spread on campus. 

 When reaching out to local High Schools in the Tampa Bay area, Kimberly Sutton, an 
Exercise and Health Science teacher at Steinbrenner High School, and UT alumna, had 
some conflicting views. 

She said that she would not get the vaccine right away without years of testing done first. 
She wants more testing to be done to assure its safety and effectiveness over a longer period 
of time. 

“Handwashing and masks have proven to be a good measure to prevent the spread,” said 
Sutton. “Most people will be able to create their own antibodies to support their immune 
system against COVID-19. Use of donor antibodies has proven to be successful for those 
who are not able to fend off the disease.”

 When asked if schools at all levels should require a COVID-19 vaccination to attend 
on-campus, Sutton said, “I do not think any school should require a COVID-19 vaccine to 
attend on campus learning. As with all vaccines, it is your right to choose.” 
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Too Early to Tell: UT Students on 
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In early October, a self-proclaimed “weirdo” and 
printmaking devotee opened Labyrinth Studios – a 
gallery, printshop and creative learning space to introduce 
interdisciplinary arts – in south Seminole Heights. It is open 
to any skill-level to teach technical, creative and magical 
thinking, said Ali Norman, Tampa-raised University of 
Tampa adjunct professor of art and business owner.

UT’s Art Department approved internship credits 

for students who work at Labyrinth Studios. She has a 
running list of goals with an emphasis on the local Tampa 
community. Norman said she has “little hamsters in wheels” 
running in her head, and she knows all her goals really well. 
She can’t keep the same notebook for more than two weeks.

She uses the notes in her phone, “but it’s like incoherent 
single word lists. Just random ideas,” Norman said. “Then 
when I look back, I’m like, ‘What does strawberry train 
mean?’”

Norman said she is not teaching at UT this semester since 
art classes aren’t functioning as normal due to the pandemic, 
but plans to come back next semester if she feels that it's 
safe. She used her time off to open Labyrinth Studios, which 

had been in progress for three years.
Norman didn’t know exactly what kind of artist she 

wanted to be when she was an undergraduate at Savannah 
College of Art and Design (SCAD), and she didn’t know 
what to expect when she took her first printmaking class. 
But, she fell in love.

“I’m fully committed to the print life. This is my bread 
and butter,” said Norman. Printmaking extends to her 
wardrobe; if she wears any other color than black, she stains 
her clothes.

Printmaking is an overarching term for the artistic 
process of transferring images from a matrix onto another 
surface. The art technique originated in the Medieval Era, 
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and she explained how there are centuries-worth of 
experimentation with the medium since it’s conception. 
Norman described the art as “so many things to do, and 
everyone does it a little bit differently.”

Imagine a leaf. Roll that leaf in ink, and press it onto 
a paper. The leaf would be the matrix. A printmaker can 
roll ink onto any matrix (leaves, copper, or a silkscreen), 
and then pressed onto paper (and other surfaces) to 
create multiple copies of the design.

Norman recommends scientific-thinking people 
for printmaking. She explained there are chemical and 
mathematical depths behind copper etching – half of the 
art medium is executing chemical processes. She said 
a lot of technical thinking people become printmakers 
because you get to be creative but you get to experiment.

“As much as you can hear someone explain it [intaglio], 
you won’t get it until you do it,” said Eliza Cohen, junior 
art major with a concentration in printmaking. Cohen 
works as an intern for Labyrinth.

Norman specializes in intaglio, a technique of 
printmaking that utilizes engraving or etching with a 
copper matrix. She described intaglio as “printing stuff 
the traditional way,” with vintage printing presses, oil 
based inks, and chemicals everywhere. Norman says her 
craft brings her closer to the earth given the intaglio’s 
rich history and connection to the planet. She works with 
natural materials like oil grease, wood and her matrix of 
choice: copper.

She remains open-minded to any creative outcome, 
referring to herself as an “open channel.” She didn’t 
understand every idea she executed when she first 
started.

Art and magic are “completely inseparable” according 
to Norman. The process of printmaking is ritualistic; 
the artist does a lot of repetitive movements, does the 
steps in a specific order, and it results in the changing 
of chemical properties. These are similar to old occult 
practices. “We’re also transforming a part of ourselves by 
interacting with the process.”

She discovered occult practices while attending SCAD. 
Since implementing magical thinking in her craft, her 
current connection to herself, her art and magic is “more 
elevated,” she said. She learned to balance her personal 
intentions with the natural flow of artmaking.

Norman’s Intaglio students spoke about printmaking 
with the same excitement. Senior art major Ian Kenney 
shortly picked up the printmaking concentration after 
taking Norman’s Intaglio I class. 

“I think [enthusiasm is] a major factor in how she gets 
everyone dedicated to projects. Even students who came 
into intaglio having no idea what it was,” Kenney said. He 
explained Norman focused more on technique and gave 
students open artistic liberty. Kenney hand-painted the 
Labyrinth's signage on the front of the building.

She gives a tarot card project as her first project for her 
Intaglio class to introduce them to “casual magic.” The 
goal is to provoke deep thought about the symbolism 
behind the art, and how the artist can connect to their 
creations.

“Magic is all around you. You just have to be open to 
perceiving it,” said Norman.

Norman has taught art at UT for over two years now, 
including Drawing I, Digital Painting, Intaglio I and  
Intaglio II, and Design. It’s her first teaching job outside 
of teaching a printmaking course part-time during 
grad school. Head of the printmaking department and 
assistant professor of art and design Ry McCollough went 
to grad school with Norman, and kept her in mind when 
a teaching position opened at UT.

“In a decade, I haven’t really had the opportunity 
to live in my hometown, so I kind of jumped on that.” 
After finishing at University of Georgia Athens and 
before moving back to Tampa, Norman had mostly 
worked in various print shops and art residencies around 
Georgia, New England and New York. She had a tattoo 
apprenticeship at one point.

One of her many tattoos includes Renaissance artist 
Albrecht Dürer’s signature on her wrist. Dürer set the 
precedent for modern copper etching, Norman explained, 
and credited the artist for fueling her experimentation, 
visual inspiration and physical technique. Once as 
an undergraduate, she used a printmaking process 
called “soft-ground etching” and attempted to make an 
impression out of roadkill. Another time, she cut off six 
inches of her own hair. Neither experiment succeeded.

“It’s always a pleasure to come into the studio and see 
her student’s work… because if it were just me, I would 
only be able to see the things I’m doing and what my 
students are doing,” said McCollough. “To have that 
diverse perspective makes the studio so much more 
rich… This is kind of everything that I wanted to happen 
[for the department].”

While explaining her teaching process, Norman 
used the word “transmute” multiple times, meaning the 
action of transforming the state of being into another 
form. When Googling it, you can filter the definition in: 

physics, chemistry, biology, and occult. Does that sound 
familiar?

Upcoming events at Labyrinth include a Halloween 
workshop to create talismans, from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
There will be sound bowl healings and tarot card readings 
with the owner of Royal Suzie, a spiritual crystal shop in 
the same plaza.

It used to be that people needed to be inside that 
metropolitan art hub to get recognition as an emerging 
artist, according to Norman. Today, artists use social 
media to spread their name. Teaching part-time allowed 
her to work on her own projects, but Norman’s career 
evolved while maintaining a high social media following. 
She started earning half of her income posting “how-to” 
videos on her Instagram, @AliNormanPrints. Earning 
money online meant she could have time to teach a 
couple classes while working on personal projects.

She called herself an educational “influencer.” “I just 
think it means I have a lot of followers… It’s a very niche, 
nerdy printmaking following. They want to know like, 
‘Hey, what acid did you use for this and for how long does 
it soak for?’”

Norman wants to keep art accessible during the 
pandemic. She’s working on a Patreon where she wants 
to offer full-length classes to inform the public about 
non-toxic processes that wouldn’t harm you or your 
house. She has variousexperiences from working at home 
andlearning how to print safely.

Norman advised to message other artists online and 
start dialogue with people you admire. Ask for tips and 
form bonds. Usually, she messages people online and asks 
for advice, and artists usually reply to her. She calls it a 
karmic exchange: you get what you give.

On top of Labyrinth Studio getting steady online 
traffic, many vintage equipment was donated to her by 
a widower, junkyards, and a retired print shop. Norman 
describes the opening of her studio as “synchronistic” or 
“divine intervention.”

“That’s one way to put it – that it all just worked 
out; but, it’s really Ali’s tenacity and vision that made it 
happen. I want to make sure we honor all of that hard 
work,” said McCollough.

Norman said that printmaking is a “lifelong thing” 
with so many things to create and so many ways to do it. 
“People consider me like a master, and I’m like, ‘huh?’ I 
will probably be 60 and I still won’t be a master. There’s 
still things to learn.”
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7+6,*)#$1+7B1$102"$,1$K!"#$V(L#-M9$KT-(#7.1$(7$F+4$Q),2#1M9$
,7.$KN6,7.(7B$<061(.#$6"#$T(-#=M$
!"-+0B"+06$6"#$7(B"6$6"#-#$4#-#$1+8#$+6"#-$7+6,*)#$

5#-@+-8,72#19$102"$,1$E+S,$H,6$,7.$'-,7.;9$,7.$3)(2(,$
G#;1$,7.$'-,7.;=$

!"#$%&'()*+
!"#$%&'(")'
)+-#7=,.,81\15,-6,71=06=#.0

Billie Ellish and Post Malone Steal the 
Show Once Again
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With Halloween just around the corner, it's the prime 
time to gather friends and settle in for a night of movies 
to get into the holiday spirit. Here are some of the best 
spooky movies to use for movie marathons this month. 
Each streaming service also features a section dedicated 
to movies for the month of October that go beyond the 
films listed here.  

Hocus Pocus%
<7#$+@$6"#$8+16$2),11(2$",))+4##7$8+L(#1W$1-234%5-234=$

[7$N,)#89$/,11=$/,Y9$"(1$1(16#-$E,7(9$,7.$6"#(-$7#4$@-(#7.9$
3))(1+7$#Y5)+-#$,7$,*,7.+7#.$"+01#=$/,Y$,22(.#76,));$
@-##1$,$6-(+$+@$4(62"#1$4"+$01#.$6+$)(L#$(7$6"#$"+01#=$:(6"$
6"#$"#)5$+@$,$6,)D(74B9$8,B(2,)$2,69$6"#$D(.1$",L#$6+$16+5$
6"#$4(62"#1$*#@+-#$6"#;$,66#856$6+$*#2+8#$(88+-6,)=$1-234%
5-234$(1$,L,(),*)#$@+-$16-#,8(7B$+7$E(17#;]=

Halloween (1978)
[6$4+0).7I6$*#$,$",))+4##7$8+L(#$)(16$4(6"+06$@#,60-(7B$

6"(1$"+--+-$2),11(2=$!"#$+-(B(7,)$(716,))8#76$+@$6"(1$"+--+-$
@-,72"(1#$@+))+41$6"#$16+-;$+@$,$;+07B$/(2",#)$/;#-1$
80-.#-(7B$"(1$1(16#-9$6"01$*#(7B$)+2D#.$,4,;$@+-$>^$
;#,-1=$!"#7$+7$<26+*#-9$_&9$>`ab9$,$802"$+).#-$/(2",#)$
/;#-1$#12,5#.$6+$C7.$"(1$7#Y6$L(26(81$(7$"(1$"+8#6+47$
J,..+7C#).9$[))(7+(1=$1#66-7))8$(1$,L,(),*)#$6+$4,62"$+7$
38,R+7$Q-(8#$c(.#+=

!"
#$
#%&

'%(
)*

+%,
-.

/0#
.-

12
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%,

+.
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)$

The Nightmare 
Before Christmas

!(8$'0-6+7I1$#76(-#$C)8$2,6,)+B$(1$5#-@#26$@+-$6"#$
",))+4##7$1#,1+79$*06$9:)%;(<:"=#')%>)?-')%,:'(4"=#4$
16,7.1$,-#$6"#$@+-#@-+76=$d!"#$C)8$2,7$.+0*)#$,1$,$
H"-(168,1$8+L(#$6++=e$f,2D$ND#))(7B6+79$J,))+4##76+47I1$
802"$)+L#.$5085D(7$D(7B9$(1$*+-#.$4(6"$6"#$1,8#$;#,-);$
-+06(7#$+@$12,-(7B$5#+5)#$(7$6"#$K-#,)$4+-).=M$<7#$.,;$"#$
1608*)#1$+7$H"-(168,16+47$,7.$B#61$,$7#4$)#,1#$+7$)(@#=$
f,2D$.#2(.#1$6+$6,D#$+L#-$H"-(168,1$,7.$D(.7,5$N,76,$6+$
6,D#$"(1$5),2#9$*06$5),71$B+$,4-;=$9:)%;(<:"=#')%>)?-')%
,:'(4"=#4$2,7$*#$16-#,8#.$+7$E(17#;]=$
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Us
3$802"$8+-#$8+.#-7$5(2D$@+-$",))+4##79$f+-.,7$

Q##)#I1$1#2+7.$C)8$D4$(1$5#-@#26$@+-$1#66(7B$05$,$15++D;$
,7.$07#,1;$8++.=$3.#),(.#$:()1+7$6,D#1$"#-$@,8();$6+$
6"#$*#,2"@-+76$"+8#$4"#-#$1"#$B-#4$05=$V#8(7.#.$+@$
,$6-,08,6(2$#Y5#-(#72#$@-+8$"#-$5,169$3.#),(.#$*#)(#L#1$
6",6$1+8#6"(7B$*,.$(1$B+(7B$6+$",55#7=$J#-$*,.$@##)(7B$
*#2+8#1$,$-#,)(6;$4"#7$@+0-$8,1D#.$16-,7B#-1$(7L,.#$6"#(-$
"+8#9$@+-2(7B$6"#$@,8();$6+$CB"6$@+-$10-L(L,)=$D4$(1$,L,(),*)#$
+7$J'<$/,Y9$,7.$X+0!0*#$6+$-#76=$

The Addams Family
H),(8(7B$6+$*#$T#16#-9$6"#$8(11(7B$*-+6"#-$+@$Z+8#R$

3..,819$,$8,7$,--(L#1$,6$6"#$3..,81I$"+8#$,7.$6"#$
@,8();$(1$6"-())#.=$/+-6(2(,7$1015#261$6",6$6"#$8,7$(1$,$
@-,0.=$:(6"$6"#$"#)5$+@$),4;#-$!0));$3)@+-.9$T#16#-$B#61$6"#$
3..,81$@,8();$#L(26#.$@-+8$6"#(-$"+8#=$Z+8#R$-#,)(R#1$
6"#$64+$8#7$,-#$6-;(7B$6+$B#6$6"#$@,8();$+06$+@$6"#(-$
@+-607#=$9:)%E++#=4%F#=(6/$(1$,L,(),*)#$+7$U#6g(Y9$J0)09$
,7.$38,R+7$Q-(8#$c(.#+=$

The Haunted Mansion
f(8$PL#-1$(1$,$",-.$4+-D(7B$-#,)$#16,6#$,B#769$4"+I1$

4(@#$N,-,9$2),(81$"#$(1$7#B)#26(7B$"(1$2"().-#7=$J#$.#2(.#1$
6+$6,D#$"(1$@,8();$+7$,$L,2,6(+7=$!"#$@,8();$16+51$+A$,6$,$
8,71(+7$6",6$f(8$",1$*##7$,1D#.$6+$1#))=$!"#;$.(12+L#-$6",6$
(6$(1$",076#.$*;$,$B-+05$+@$B"+161$6",6$7##.$"#)5$*-#,D(7B$,$
20-1#=$9:)%1#38")+%G#84(-8%2,7$*#$@+07.$+7$E(17#;]=

5:-"-%2-3'")4/%-?%;)"H(I

Halloweentown
/,-7(#$,7.$"#-$1(*)(7B1$C7.$+06$6",6$6"#(-$@,8();$,-#$

,))$4(62"#1$4"#7$6"#;$6-,L#)$4(6"$6"#(-$B-,7.8+6"#-$6+$
J,))+4##76+47=$<7$"#-$6"(-6##76"$*(-6".,;9$/,-7(#$
.(12+L#-1$"#-$4(62"$5+4#-1$,7.$",1$6+$)#,-7$6+$01#$6"#8$
(7$+-.#-$6+$16+5$,7$#L()$@+-2#$@-+8$6,D(7B$+L#-$J,))+4##7$
6+47=$1#66-7))8"-789$,)+7B$4(6"$(61$1#h0#)1$,-#$,L,(),*)#$
@+-$16-#,8(7B$+7$E(17#;]$=$
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5:-"-%,-3'")4/%-?%@#'"":)26-78-J2#(6

!"#$#%4#53$)6'%#7%8)<&0=>)6129+$$)3

;LYYPÄLY
37+6"#-$8+.#-7$"+--+-$5(2D9$9)''(K)'$(1$,$8+.#-7$

,..(6(+7$6+$6"#$1),1"#-$"+--+-$10*B#7-#9$4(6"$3-6$6"#$
H)+47$,1$(6I1$6(60),-$L()),(7$,D(7$6+$/(2",#)$/;#-1$+-$f,1+7$
c+-"##1=$<7$J,))+4##7$7(B"69$!,-,$,7.$"#-$@-(#7.$E,47$
16+5$6+$B#6$@++.$4"#7$6"#;$-07$(76+$,$8,7$.-#11#.$,1$,$
2)+47=$!"#$2)+47$1++7$16,-61$6+$6#--+-(R#$6"#$64+$4+8#7$
6"-+0B"$6"#$7(B"6=$9)''(K)'$2,7$*#$-#76#.$+-$*+0B"6$@-+8$
*+6"$X+0!0*#$,7.$Z++B)#$Q),;$/+L(#1$i$!c=$

Scream
:",6I1$;+0-$@,L+-(6#$12,-;$8+L(#j$!",6I1$6"#$h0#16(+7$

+7$6"#$5"+7#$2,))$6",6$D(2D1$+A$6"(1$:#1$H-,L#7$2),11(2=$
!"(1$8+L(#$(7S#261$,$)#L#)$+@$"08+-$(76+$6"#$"+--+-$
B#7-#=$3$8,1D#.$8,7(,2$(1$16,)D(7B$,7.$D())(7B$"(B"k
12"++)$160.#761$(7$8(..)#k2),11$10*0-*(,=$!2')#=$(1$@0))$
+@$6#71(+7$,7.$1#)@k5,-+.;$4(6"$07#Y5#26#.$L(26(81$,7.$
D())#-1=$!2')#=$(1$,L,(),*)#$6+$-#76$+7$38,R+7$Q-(8#$
c(.#+9$X+0!0*#$,7.$c0.0=

!"#$#%453$#6'%#7%873+>-'$")?@$"73-.4"+6)4#*1;.6$-/3-*

Friday the 13th%
3$B-+05$+@$;+07B$5#+5)#9$f,2D9$3)(2#9$'())9$/,-2(#9$,7.$

U#.9$#8*,-D$+7$-#+5#7(7B$H,85$H-;16,)$F,D#$@+-$6"#$
1088#-$1#,1+79$.#15(6#$6"#$2,85I1$.,-D$"(16+-;$+@$80-.#-=$
!"#$B-+05$+@$2+071#)+-1$",L#$*##7$4,-7#.$*;$6"#$+).$
)+2,)1$+@$6"#$.,7B#-1=$N++7$6"#$B-+05$(1$16,)D#.$*;$,$*-06,)$
D())#-$,7.$,-#$CB"6(7B$6+$8,D#$(6$6"-+0B"$6"#$7(B"6=$F'(+#/%
":)%LM":$2,7$*#$16-#,8#.$+7$38,R+7$Q-(8#$c(.#+=$
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A New Take on Nostalgic
Halloween Films

0$#&12.23.'#14')21*+,-.%/+,-.1$*/1
*#00+1))2"+121$'.15)2"*613$571&)18)-'1#5'..*#1
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*#00+1))2"+121<"!!13.1,$'&"5",$&"*61"*1$1
B$!!)<..*1C"'&-$!1DE,.'".*5.1)*1F$&-'/$8G1H5&%1
I>%1
J"23.'!81K1L')<*G1K-/"&91B)$6G1$*/1M$*".!1

J)-*&N1<9)1,!$8./1O$'*".G1P<.*G1$*/1J$!1)*1
&9.1A!2G1'.#,.5&";.!8G1<"!!13.15)2"*61&)6.&9.'14)'1
$14'..1!";.1#&'.$21QR=1&9')-691P$!$E85)*%5)2%1
=!#)1)*1P$!$E85)*G14$*#1)41&9.1B$!!)<..*15!$##"51
9$;.1&9.1),&")*1&)1,-'59$#.1&<):2"*-&.1)*.:
)*:)*.1;"'&-$!159$&#1<"&91.$591"*/";"/-$!15$#&1
2.23.'1$S.'1&9.1!";.#&'.$2G1$#1<.!!1$#1&9.1),&")*1
&)1,-'59$#.1$-&)6'$,9./1,9)&)#1$*/1,)#&.'#%
T9.14'..1!";.#&'.$21QR=1<"!!13.6"*1$&1U1,%2%1

)*1B$!!)<..*1*"69&G1$*/1&9.1,'.:,-'59$#./1
;"/.)159$&#1<"!!13.6"*1$&1V1,%2%1W$&.#14)'1&9.1
;"/.)159$&#13.6"*1$&1XVYG1$*/1$-&)6'$,9#1#&$'&1$&1
XUY%
L81'.6"#&.'"*61&)1<$&591&9.14'..1!";.#&'.$21$&1V1

,%2%G18)-1$'.1$!#)1$-&)2$&"5$!!81.*&.'./1&)1<"*1
$14'..1;"'&-$!1)*.:)*:)*.15$!!1<"&918)-'14$;)'"&.1
*#00+1))2"+1215$#&12.23.'%1T9.1<"**.'1<"!!13.1
*)&"A./1)*1Z./*.#/$8G1H5&%1[@%
T9.15$#&1)41&9.1>??I1A!21*+,-.%/+,-.G1$*)&9.'1

B$!!)<..*15!$##"5G1<"!!13.1'.-*"&"*61)*1#5'..*14)'1
$1)*.:&"2.:)*!81;"'&-$!1.;.*&1)*1\'"/$8G1H5&%1IY%1
T9.1"5)*"51F$*/.'#)*1&'")G1,!$8./1381L.&&.1

O"/!.'G1F$'$91K.##"5$1]$'7.'G1$*/1J$&981^$_"28G1
<"!!13.13$571&)6.&9.'1"*1`a*1F.$'591)41&9.1
F$*/.'#)*1F"#&.'#G1=1B)5-#1])5-#1B-!$<..*1
T$7.);.'%b1T9"#1)*.:&"2.:)*!81;"'&-$!1,'.2".'.1
<"!!1*)&13.13')$/5$#&./1$6$"*1$S.'1&9.1!"#&./1
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)41&9.2#.!;.#1/.57./1)-&1"*1&9."'159$'$5&.'#d1
5)#&-2.#1)*1#)5"$!12./"$G1.*)-'$6"*614$*#1&)1
59.571)-&1&9.1.;.*&%
T9"#1)*.:9)-'1;"'&-$!1.;.*&1<"!!13.6"*1$&1@1
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GHS 106 or remotely via Zoom

Editor-In-Chief Sydney Rhodes
sydney.rhodes@theminaretonline.com

Email for a link to Zoom meetings and additional information.

Calling all writers, photographers, artists, & videographers:
The Minaret isn't just for writing. We accept new MinaStaffers year 

round! Write, shoot, or draw with us every week, twice a month,

or whenever your schedule allows.
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“Astonishing and disappointing”: 
Students on Lack of Study Spaces
”Without having the ability to retreat to an air conditioned building to study on 

or off campus, that leaves the question of where students can go to study.”

-read more by Cait Korzak on pages 12-13
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Emily Cortes
Staff Writer
emily.cortes@spartans.ut.edu

Senator Greg Abbott’s suggestion to the Texas Behavioral 
Health Executive Council and the state’s Board of Social 
Work Examiners, went into effect on Tuesday, Oct. 12. His 
motives were to align the state laws of Texas social work and 
care of endangered children with the state’s occupational 
code, citing, “[it] determines how and when the state 
may discipline social workers.” The vote was unanimous 
to remove the words which prohibit social workers from 
denying or turning away children who are in need of 
assistance, or may show signs of neglect, or abuse.

The progressive idea that no client will be denied 
assistance due to their, “disability; sexual orientation; gender 
identity and expression" is one that reflects the modern 
language and categorization needed to protect all people, 
especially children, when dealing with issues like the foster 
care system. 

Instead of changing the law to loosen the protections 
on children, Abbott should have advocated for change of 
the occupational code. That way, not only will children be 
protected in the hands of the foster care system, regardless 
of their disability, sexual orientation, gender and expression, 
but the social workers themselves can be both protected 
when following the law, and held accountable if they are 
intentionally turning away a child, specifically because of 
his/her minority group.

Peeling back protections for any American citizen is the 
complete opposite of a progressive policy put forward by a 

politician who is doing the job of a public servant. Instead, 
the motives of Abbott point to nothing but discrimination 
and prejudice. Abbott barely skated by the additional title 
of “racist” because he does allow the phrases, “political 
affiliation, race, color, sex, age, religion, or national origin.” 
A blatant vision of necessary protections stripped away by 
those who possess the power to protect. 

Abbott states that disabled people will not be affected 
directly due to the protections they have under the 
American Disabilities Act (ADA). If Abbott were to suggest 
changing a law that included denying protections for two 
separate groups, yet reassuring that one group was in fact 
protected under the constitutional law, then what would be 
his motives for also including the lack of sexual orientation 
protections?

The LGBTQ+ community is an extremely marginalized 
group that has existed for as long as humans, yet it is only 
now being accepted as a way to identify oneself, instead 
of having others identify an individual from their visual 
appearance. 

Amazing progress has grown in the fight for acceptance 
and understanding of a huge population of people who were 
previously silenced due to ignorance and hatred. Straight, 
cis-gendered people who don’t believe it is necessary to 
explicitly grant rights or protections to specific groups of 
people argue that these people already have freedom to do 
what they want, or they may argue that if it is not allowed by 
the law it should not be done because a lot of citizens do not 
want more laws imposed on them. However, those laws will 
only affect those who chose to openly discriminate against a 
person because of their sexual orientation or disability.

Think of the example of marriage. You typically grow up 
understanding marriage to be between a man and a woman 
because that's been the tradition forever. Since union 
between two people is biologically and intellectually driven, 
they began to incorporate this official union into religious 
practices. After those religious laws were established and 
heavily followed, they became foundations for federal law 
across lands, transferring the power of authority from a 
“god,” a higher power, or a combination of many different 
religious figures and spirits -- and into the hands of another 
human, built and consisting of the same physical material, 
making us consistent down to the most minute cell.

However, these straight, cis-gendered people do not 
fully understand that the law was written to protect them: 
straight, cis-gendered people, specifically because at the 
time these protections were granted, it was not acceptable to 
go against the status quo. The law was also written by white, 
wealthy, cisgendered men. These men, at the time, only 
had regard for the people who also looked like them, acted 
like them, and socialized with them. This is exactly why 
women and slaves and poor people were excluded from all 
of these protections granted in 1776. The lawmakers of that 
time were only concerned about protecting themselves and 
policing everyone else. 

We are living under a law that was written to help certain 
types of people succeed. The law may not explicitly deem 
other groups unworthy of sharing in the same freedom, but 
by failing to explicitly acknowledge that these groups have a 
right to be protected by those policing them, is to suffocate 
growth and to selfishly hold power over people. 

OPINION
Texas Backtracks 
Discrimination 
Protections in 
the Workplace

Photos Courtesy of Pixabay
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Predictable 2020 Halloween LooksPredictable 2020 Halloween Looks
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Halloween is really the only time of the year where you 
can be anything or anyone you want to be. So why does 
everyone pick the same outfits and costumes every year?

A few factors go into making Halloween costumes 
predictable. Spirit Halloween, TikTok, and other cheap 
clothing websites are all examples of why everyone 
chooses the same outfits.

Spirit Halloween
Everyone knows and loves Spirit Halloween. But, 

why is it that everytime I go into the store each year, I 
see the same costumes and for an expensive cost? While 
they have some basic costumes ranging from police 
officers or prisoners, gangster members, greek mythology 
characters, and more. They have a good amount of pop 
culture references. 

Carole Baskin and Tiger Joe are probably going to 
be the most worn costume this year. But Harley Quinn 
or even the clown from IT have been over worn at this 
point. And the store still showcases the costumes because 
everyone wants to be them. 

Except the few new pop culture references that 
have been made popular since the year before, Spirit 
Halloween keeps the same costumes every year. So 
everyone that walks in, remains believing that only these 
costumes will work for Halloween.

TikTok
I don’t know about anyone else but recently I have been 

getting videos of costume ideas from TikTok for specific 
persons. For example, “best friend ideas,” “couple ideas,” 
or “for blonde hair.” Each video that I see also shows 
about the same ideas that I have seen everywhere. There is 
little to no originality in any of the ideas. But, each video 
gets well over a thousand likes. 

With a lot of people on TikTok and these videos being 
at least everywhere for me and the people that like the 
videos, the originality of costumes plummets. One of 
my favorite parts of Halloween is to show off your ideas. 
Whether they be something funny or scary or authentic, 
it should be from you and not a random stranger on an 
app.

Cheap Websites/Stores
With these ideas that people get from TikTok or other 

halloween stores, a lot of people have been going to 
cheaper stores or websites to get their costumes. I have 
seen TikToks where people will show screenshots of 
different outfit pieces that you could buy that could go 
together to create an outfit. And the cost of them is a lot 
cheaper than Spirit Halloween or anywhere else.

Shein, Romwe, and Zaful are the most common 
sites that have cheaper clothing where people can buy 
costumes. The only bad part about it is that you really 
need to plan ahead. Shipping takes a long time unless you 
can afford fast shipping. Unless I have an amazing idea for 
a costume, I am one to wait until the last minute to decide 

Robin Bakker
Opinion Copy Editor
robin.bakker@theminaretonline.com
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what exactly I will be wearing. So, ordering from one of 
these websites takes time.

Another option: thrift shopping.
If you have a general idea for what you are looking for, a 

thrift store will most likely have something similar to what 
you want. I remember freshman year, I found four different 
costumes I could use and it all only cost $11. 

With going online, you are more likely to end up with 
similar outfits with someone else. If you choose thrift 
stores, you have more of a chance no one will wear the 
same thing as you. You still will probably have the same 
idea as someone else, but it gives you an edge of being 
somewhat different for choosing a thrift store and not a 
website.

You can be whatever you choose to be for Halloween. 
Why waste that opportunity with choosing to be something 
just because everyone else is doing it? Show yourself in 
your costumes and show some thought. This year may be 
different with the pandemic, but that shouldn’t limit your 
creativity.
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On Thursday, Oct. 22, President Donald Trump and 
former Vice President Joe Biden battled it out in Nashville, 
Tennessee for the final presidential debate. Kristen Welker, 
an anchor on NBC News and a White House correspondent, 
moderated the debate — and she proved to be better at 
standing her ground and keeping the two men under 
control.

The rather disastrous first debate made the prospect of 
having to sit through another one dismal. Last time, there 
was a constant battle for speech between Trump, Biden, 
and the moderator, Chris Wallace. It was nice to see Welker 
insist on finishing her questions and sticking to time limits. 
I also appreciate that Trump did not interrupt nearly as 
much as he did in the last one. They could finish more of 
their points, so it felt more like a debate.

“Lukewarm” is the word that came to mind while 
watching the first sections. Quite an extended amount of 
time was spent on covid, which is understandable because 
of the extent of damage the pandemic has caused. But it felt 
like I had heard all of this before — Trump wants to reopen 
and Biden feels like being more cautious. 

Another chunk of time was spent arguing about who was 
more corrupt — I sometimes wonder how we have come to 
this point. Both men pointed out sketchy actions the other 
was involved in, like Trump’s bank account in China or 
Biden’s son’s possible email scandal. Trump criticized Biden 
on his long history as a politician. At one point, Biden turns 

directly to the camera and says “it’s not about his family and 
my family, it’s about your family.” He used a similar tactic 
in the first debate to appeal to the viewers, and although 
a bit corny, he has a point. The debate should benefit the 
American public, but it was often a defensive commentary 
about themselves. 

It wasn’t surprising that Trump’s taxes were brought up 
again. Once again, he claimed that he wants to “release them 
as soon as we can.”

The latter part of the debate proved to be more 
controversial; questions were asked about race, climate 
change, and national security. In the beginning of this 
section, Trump glossed over a point that Welker made 
about him sharing a video of people a man chanting “white 
power” to his millions of followers.

When asked about supporting crime bills in the 90’s 
that led to the incarceration of thousands of Black men for 
small amounts of drugs, Biden said he made a “mistake.” 
And I’ll agree with him on that one. The important thing 
I see here is acknowledgment of the mistake. It would be 
hypocritical to defend these past actions, especially since he 
has backtracked on his view of the matter. This approach is 
more appreciated than any sort of excuse. 

Too many statements coming from our presidential 
nominees were proven to be inaccurate. A few came from 
Biden. Specifically, he made a comment about the trade 
deficit with China increasing, which was proven to be 
false by a trade reporter in The New York Times. He also 
mentioned COVID-19 spiking in “red” states, which was 
said to be misleading by a New York Times fact-check 
reporter. And I am sure there were some more.

Mr. Trump, on the other hand, had what felt like a never 

ending list of comments that were said to be completely 
false, misleading, or lacking evidence. A notable one was 
when he said that Biden called the Black community “super 
predators” in 1996. This term was actually used by Hillary 
Clinton, who was first lady at the time, when she spoke 
about the people that were impacted by the crime bill passed 
in 1994, which disproportionately incarcerated Black men.

Another heated moment during this debate was on 
the topic of immigration, specifically about the 500 plus 
immigrant children whose parents cannot be located due 
to separation at the border. Trump said these children were 
not brought in by their parents, but “through cartels and 
through coyotes and through gangs” (he still continues with 
the harmful rhetoric of immigrants being overwhelmingly 
bad people). This statement is said to be false by a homeland 
security correspondent for The New York Times. The 
separation was due to the “zero tolerance policy” that 
Trump approved.

It should be up to the two debating to provide proof, not 
the American public. This is a massive problem because 
many who watch might take their favorite candidates words 
at face value without double checking the truth.

The main purpose of this debate felt more like damage 
control. It was just dry, and much more forgettable than 
the first. So many people have already voted and I’m not 
sure another awkward argument between these two helped 
to change anyone’s mind, especially if they didn’t do any 
fact checking afterwards. It is strange to think that we even 
need extensive pages of fact checking, but that is the reality. 
This was just another disappointment in American political 
history.

Madeline McCarthy
Staff Writer
madeline.mcCarthy@theminaretonline.com

A Dry and Forgettable 
Presidential Debate
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“The American people should have a voice in the 
selection of their next Supreme Court Justice. Therefore, this 
vacancy should not be filled until we have a new president," 
said Mitch McConnell, senate majority leader, in 2016 when 
Obama nominated Merrick Garland for the Supreme Court 
during his term after Justice Antonin Scalia passed away. 

The Senate Judiciary Committee had 125 days before the 
election to do the confirmation process for Garland but 
declined Obama’s nomination stating it was too close to the 
election. 

Meanwhile, with Trump’s nomination they had 28 days 
before the election to nominate Trump’s Supreme Court 
pick Amy Coney Barret and they are already in the final 
steps to place her in the Court. 

But, they still haven’t had the time to pass any sort of 
coronavirus relief bill but can confirm a supreme court 
nominee in almost 30 days shows you what this government 
really cares about. 

Where Thursday, Oct. 22, the Senate Judiciary Committee 
moved to advance the confirmation of Judge Amy Coney 
Barrey for the Supreme Court with the vote being six to 
three with a conservative majority. 

This will be Trump's third nomination for the Supreme 
Court and as we all know he really does pick the best of the 
best for the American People. From someone who sexually 
assaulted a woman to a strong conservative woman who is 
on a role in taking away basic human rights.  

Also, the diversity Trump has offered the Supreme Court 
is majorly white. 

But the main point is with this nomination moving so 
quickly and the person who was chosen to take Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg’s seat it has been met with mass scritunity 
from the democratic side.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg (RBG) is an icon when it comes 
to fighting against discriminaton and is someone who 
fought her whole career for women to be seen as equal 
as men. She used her position to insist for a world where 
education, employment, housing, health care, civil rights 
and environmental justice represent the common good. 

Amy Barret is the complete opposite to the notorious 
RBG where Barret’s record shows she is anti-feminism and 
may cause more damage than good to the American People. 

Where she is set on taking away women’s right for 
abortions and has stated to overturn Roe v Wade if she 
were given the chance. But most importantly she is set on 
following through with Trump’s goal in taking away the 
affordable healthcare act that over 22 million American 
people depend on.  

One of RBG’s dying wishes was to fill her seat after the 

election and it was ignored. And the Trump's administration 
thought it would be okay to use RBG’s famous, “Notorious” 
nickname given to her for being someone who fights 
for others and to give it to a woman who stands against 
everything RBG stood for. It is an insult to all the people 
who are deathly afraid of what will come with this new 
supreme court judge once she is confirmed. 

If the republicans believe that a person who cannot state 
all of the five freedoms guaranteed by the First Amendment 
of the U.S. constitution, but most importantly cannot 
remember one of them being the right to protest, speaks 
volumes to her ideas and values of peoples rights. 

Amy Coney Barrett is a threat to women and people's 
basic human rights in America all over with her 
conservative rulings in the past this nomination should 
haven't even been allowed to get as far as it has. 

Just because someone seems “qualified” doesn’t mean 
they are. This nomination was just another one of Trump’s 
and the republican party measures in making sure our 
government is red. They have the control which sets a threat 
to democracy. If there is an unbalance in power, as there has 
been for a few years now, will the people ever be ruled by a 
government who seeks for the betterment of their day to day 
lives and their rights? 

That seat should be filled by someone who is an ally to the 
people and will rule on cases correctly, not someone who is 
already bought and filled with conservative ideas. 

Gabriela Mendez 
Staff Writer
gabriela.mendez@theminaretonline.com

Basic Human Rights Threatened by 
New Supreme Court Justice
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For the past two months, Tampa has been the place 
to be for professional sports. The Wall Street Journal is 
calling Tampa the new “title town”. On Monday, Sept. 28, 
the Tampa Bay Lightning won the Stanley Cup Finals 
for just the second time in franchise history. Hall of 
Fame quarterback Tom Brady has the Buccaneers in first 
place in the NFC South with a 4-2 record, most recently 
dominating the undefeated Green Bay Packers 38-10. 
The Tampa Bay Rays also won the American League 
Championship Series, clinching their first World Series 
appearance since 2008. Oh and no big deal or anything, 
but Tampa is also the host of this year's Super Bowl. 
Tampa is the epicenter of the sports world right now. 

However, despite the success of the teams, it feels like 
something is missing. With COVID-19 still ever present 
in the world, fans and students at The University of 
Tampa aren’t getting a full experience of being in “title 
town.” With the NHL creating a bubble and not allowing 
fan attendance, fans missed out on being able to attend 
the NHL playoffs and ultimately, see their team win a 
championship in person. 

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers are only allowing a very 
limited number of fans, which both increases ticket 
prices making them less accessible for fans, and takes 
away an electric home field advantage. The Bucs have the 
most nationally televised games this season and chances 
are, if they had a full stadium the atmosphere would be 
unmatched. 

Major League Baseball (MLB) also did their version of 

a bubble, with each round being at a different 
neutral site, with the World Series being at 
the new Globe Life Park in Arlington, Texas. 
The MLB is allowing a limited number of 
fans, but for Rays fans, they would have to 
hop on a plane to attend. 

As an avid sports fan and someone who 
has attended a number of sporting events 
including the 2015 NBA Finals and the 2018 
Home Run Derby, missing out on being 
able to attend these events is so bitter-sweet. 
Obviously, it is still awesome seeing the 
Tampa teams succeed and watching it with 
friends, but it feels like we’re missing out. 
The Stanley Cup Finals and World Series are 
some of the most electric atmosphere’s in all 
of sports. Not being able to see fans explode 
whenever the Lightning score a goal or when 
the Rays hit a home run felt really weird. 

Tom Brady is one of my idols and arguably the greatest 
football player of all-time. Not being able to see him play 
in person, unless I want to take out a loan, sucks. The 
atmosphere at Bucs games would have been off the rails. 

I’m not saying I would have been able to go to every 
Stanley Cup Finals game, every World Series game, and 
every Bucs game, but being able to pack in parking lots 
and tailgate and in bars across Tampa and being able to 
have a home field advantage is something not only me 
but thousands of UT students and Tampa sports fans are 
missing out on. 

Tampa has done a very great job in trying their best 
to make Tampa a sports town amidst the COVID-19 

pandemic. A boat parade on the 
Hillsborough River was held 
for the Tampa Bay Lightning, 
giving fans an opportunity to 
see the players and the trophy. 
Places like Sparkman Wharf 
and the new pier at St. Pete are 
having limited, outdoor watch 
parties, allowing fans to get out 
but still be able to practice social 
distancing. 

Fans aren’t the only ones 
missing out. Financially, the 
city of Tampa and their sports 
teams are missing out on a 
massive pay day. The Bucs have 
eight nationally televised games 
this year, the most in the NFL. 

Some of the matchups include the defending Super Bowl 
Champion Kansas City Chiefs. The Bucs would have for 
sure sold out on every game and their ticket sales would 
have skyrocketed. The city is also missing out financially 
because these big time events like the Stanley Cup Finals 
and the World Series would have brought tons of tourists 
to the city and national media coverage to the city.  
According to WTSP, the city has missed on a near $400 
million pay day.  

For now, fans will have to cheer on Tampa sports from 
home and have patience that they will be able to return 
to games soon. I can assure that once everything is at full 
capacity, Tampa sporting events will be some of the most 
electric atmospheres in America. 

Travis Politakis
Sports Writer
travis.politakis@spartans.ut.edu

Tampa Pro Sport Fans Miss Out 

on Championship Experiences 
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Amidst the pandemic, there has been 
a rise in popularity for drive-in movie 
theaters once again, and now people 
are not only going to drive-ins to watch 
movies but baseball games. The Dodger 
Stadium offered fans to view the games 
as one would view a drive-in movie. Each 
ticket cost $75, with one ticket needed per 
car, and no more than six passengers to 
a vehicle. Busses, trailers, campers, and 
other large vehicles were not allowed to 
enter the lot so each parking space was 
available and no views would be blocked.

Many rules were in place for this drive-
in. Face coverings were required only 
when outside your designated vehicle, but 
everyone had to stay in the vehicle they 
drove up in unless using the restroom. 

No more than five people 
could stand in line for 
the restroom at a time. 
Fans were not allowed to 
set up chairs or blankets 
outside their cars, so they 
had to stay seated most 
of each game. Photos 
showed some fans sitting 
atop their cars or in the 
beds of their trucks, as no 
rules were explicitly stated 
against this. Fans from 
different vehicles were not 
allowed to gather together.

Concessions were not 
being offered, however 
fans were encouraged to 
bring their own snacks — 
but absolutely no alcohol 
was allowed. Smoking was 
prohibited as well.

Watching baseball is about more 

than just the sport. The games are about 
camaraderie; it’s important to cheer with 
your friends and fellow fans. Games 
include beer, pretzels, popcorn and 
hotdogs. The best feeling of the night is 
jumping up to scream your support when 
a player makes a diving catch or hits a 
home run, or yelling at an umpire who 
made a bad call.

While offering fans a new kind of 
viewing experience might seem like a 
great idea to some, the $75 price tag to 
essentially watch a big flatscreen feels 
more like a desperate attempt from the 
Dodgers Stadium to make up for lost 
revenue over the season. The reason 
that fans cannot pack into the stands is 
understandable, but the price of drive-in 
tickets should better reflect the experience 
they are being provided.

Six friends could split a ticket for a 
cheaper viewing experience, but the lack 
of concessions and space to move are a 
hindrance. The drive-in may be right next 
to the stadium, but it is still just a screen.

Watching the game on a screen at home 
with lots of beer, hot dogs, and popcorn 
costs less than $75 and this way, fans 
can jump around and cheer with their 
friends. I think this experience could end 
up being more satisfying than watching 
the game from inside a car with so many 
restrictions.

On Feb. 2, 2021, Super Bowl LV will 
be played at the Raymond James Stadium 
in Tampa. I know we all hope that the 
coronavirus will cease by then, but that 
may not happen based on its current 
status. If COVID-19 is still an issue, it will 
be interesting to see if a watch party like 
this drive-in would be considered for fans 
wanting to come to Raymond James.

Madeline McCarthy
Staff Writer
madeline.mccarthy@spartans.ut.edu

Watch Party Events Compete 
With Stadium Ticket Prices 
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The Los Angeles Dodgers finally won it. 
They haven't won the World Series since 

1988. 
No dogpile or champagne bottles were being 

popped during their celebrations. A mask on 
most of the players and staff members faces due 
to the pandemic. 

They began their celebrations before one of 
their star players, Justin Turner could get to 
the field while he found out he tested positive 
for COVID-19 midway through game six. The 
result is Major League Baseball’s (MLB) first 
positive test in the past 59 days. He wasn't on 
the field during game six; they took him out of 
the dugout to stop any chance of spreading. He 
watched from the stands clinching the World 
Series. 

"Thanks to everyone reaching out," Turner 
said on Twitter, "I feel great no symptoms at 
all, just experienced every emotion you can 
imagine. I can't believe I couldn't be out there to 
celebrate with my guys! So proud of this team & 
unbelievably happy for the City of LA."

Turner returned to the field an hour after the 
game finished hugging his teammates and sat 

Dodgers Take World Dodgers Take World 
Series Title After Series Title After 
Hard-Won BattleHard-Won Battle By Matteo HerreraBy Matteo Herrera
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in the front-and-center for the team picture with the 
trophy next to manager Dave Roberts. He had his mask 
pulled down under his beard. The MLB has released a 
statement saying he broke CDC and MLB protocols; it 
will be going under investigation. 

The MLB hosted the playoffs in neutral-site bubbles 
across the country. 

"He's part of the team. Forget all that. He's part of 
the team. We're not excluding him from anything," said 
Dodgers right fielder Mookie Betts, according to Bill 
Plunkett of the <(23:)%&#'3$+%A):.*$)(.

Los Angeles had come top short in the finals twice 
in the past three years. One of their current players, 
Mookie Betts, was on the other side of the field playing 
for the Boston Red Sox in 2018. He hit a home-run, 
clinching the title for Boston in game five. Before this 

season started, the Red Sox traded the 2018 American 
League MVP to the Dodgers. Betts then signed a 12-
year deal that gave him $365 million until he turns 40 
years old in 2032. 

Betts ran from third base to home for the go-ahead 
run after Corey Seager hit a sixth-inning grounder. He 
then hit a homer in the eighth inning. 

That ended the Dodger's championship drought. 
Their seventh World Series title could be just the 
beginning for Mookie Betts and Los Angeles. 

On the other hand, the Tampa Bay Rays pitcher 
Tony Snell struck nine batters, including all-season 
Betts, Turner, and Seager, each in their first two at-bats. 
Although, the Rays decided to pull Snell from pitching 
for the rest of the game. It was a decision made by 
manager Kevin Cash even though Snell had a good 
match. 

"It was kind of like a sigh of relief. It was the Cy 
Young Snell that pitched tonight," said Betts in an 
C4!D postgame interview. 

When Snell was pulled out, pitcher Nick Anderson 
took his place. However, he allowed a double to 
Mookie Betts. The Rays ended up giving away their 
lead, costing them the trophy.

Ray's rookie Randy Arozarena hit his tenth homer 
extending his playoff record in the first inning. Tampa 
wasn't able to get a player past second base for the rest 
of the game. The Dodgers only allowed the Rays to get 
two hits and no walks over seven-innings. 

Tampa had high hopes after their walk-off win in 
game 4 when Randy Arozarena scored the game-
winning run after multiple errors from the Dodgers 
defense. 

"This year has been crazy, no matter what, we'll 
look back on this, and we're World Series champs. To 
get to say that and get to be part of that, it's so special 
no matter what," said Dodgers pitcher Kershaw in an 
C4!D postgame interview.

Matteo Herrera
Sports Editor
matteo.herrera@theminaretonline.com
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